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Abstract 
 

Research on the effect of nature on stress and mental fatigue has received a lot of attention over the 

years. Most research was done on the visual properties without taking the sound properties of the 

natural environment into account. The aim of the current research was to partly bridge this 

knowledge gap by focusing on the restorative potential of natural sound environments. In study 1, 

participants were instructed to list all sounds they wanted to hear given a specific stressful situation. 

Results suggest that people intuitively know which sounds might aid in restoring from stress. Study 2 

investigated the difference between initial sound preference (nature sounds vs. music) and the sound 

preference during a 5 minute resting period after being exposed to an emotional or cognitive 

stressor. The results show that even when people think that natural audio environments are a good 

means for restoration, a switch to music is easily made during the restoration period. With these 

findings we show that the initial preference for restorative sounds is highly dependent on the 

situation. 
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1 Introduction 

 
Life is hectic. Most people know the feeling of being overwhelmed when there are many things to do 

in a day and time is limited. We can all take a little pressure, but sometimes life seems to throw more 

at you than what you are capable of handling. When this state of mind prolongs for a longer period 

of time, it is referred to as “feeling stressed”. There are all sorts of reasons why a person can feel 

stressed. For example, we live in an information rich society. One of the consequences is that we 

have access to almost any kind of information and knowledge you can think of and, this information 

is available during any part of the day. This can of course be considered a good thing when you are in 

need for information. However, it also means that there is a constant stream of information coming 

towards you from the moment you wake up and pick up your phone to check the weather forecast. 

While you are checking if it is going to be a rainy day your inbox starts synchronising and new e-mail 

messages of your boss start pouring in. While you were asleep, your friends posted numerous 

messages on Facebook and uploaded their vacation pictures for you to see. Still half-asleep you are 

scrolling through the updates when you receive a message from a colleague via an instant messaging 

app on your phone. He enquires why you haven’t called back yesterday about the report that is due 

today. And the day has just barely started. During the rest of the day new information from all sorts 

of sources will demand attention from you. It is not surprising that this can lead to an overload of 

information and eventually become the cause of feeling stressed all the time (Klausegger, Sinkovics, 

& Zou, 2007).   

The example above illustrates just one situation that can lead to someone feeling stressed. There are 

many causes that can lead to people experiencing feelings of stress. A definition of what people 

generally refer to as stress depends on the context. From a physiological perspective we can say that 

stress involves a stressor followed by a response. A stressor basically involves anything that throws a 

body off balance, and as a result the body will try to restore this balance (Sapolsky, 2004). The 

stressor has a cognitive basis such as time-pressure or solving a mathematical problem; or it has a 

physical basis such as noise or hard physical work. Some positive effects aside, the negative impact of 

prolonged stress can lead to severe health issues like depression (Sapolsky, 2004) and memory loss 

(De Quervain, Roozendaal, & McGaugh, 1998). Luckily, it is not all negative. A little stress can have a 

positive effect on memory as found in a study done on rats (Kirby et al., 2013), and also have a 

positive influence on health and work performance (Crum, Salovey, & Achor, 2013). To conclude, it is 

mainly the chronic exposure to stress that is associated with negative effects (e.g., Baum, Gatchel, & 

Schaeffer, 1983; Lupien, McEwen, Gunnar, & Heim, 2009). 

Current study 

One way to recover from a stressor is by spending time in nature (Ulrich et al., 1991). Although, the 

restorative potential of nature on stress is extensively researched (e.g., Parsons, Tassinary, Ulrich, 

Hebl, & Grossman-Alexander, 1998; Herzog, Chen, & Primeau, 2002), we believe there is a 

knowledge gap when it comes to the effect of nature sounds on a stressor. Previous research about 

the effects of nature on stress recovery and human well-being has mostly focused on the visual 

properties of the nature environment. Although, some research is available that demonstrates the 

beneficial effects of restorative audio environments, empirical research has not yet evolved to a 

point where there is a clear empirical or theoretical rationale that could inform the choice of 

restorative audio (e.g., Alvarsson, Wiens, & Nilsson, 2010; Annerstedt et al., 2013).  
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In the current research we are interested in partly bridging this gap and want to investigate whether 

nature sounds take preference over manmade sounds like music or environmental noise when used 

as a means of restoration. Secondly, we would like to investigate the theoretical rationale for the 

preference for different audio environments, based on the Attention Restoration Theory (ART) 

(Kaplan, 1995). This has lead to the following research questions: 

1a. Is the preferred restorative audio environment dependent on the type of stressor? 

1b. Which dimensions of ART, if any, can be used as an indicator to predict the restorative 

potential of an audio environment? 

Study 2 was designed to investigate if listening to nature sounds is preferred while restoring from a 

stressor (as opposed to music or silence). A pre-test was conducted before this study to establish a 

set of natural sound bites that are likely to meet the sound preference of the participant for study 2. 

For study 2 we have formulated the following research questions: 

2. Is there a difference between the expected preference for a restorative audio 

environment and the actual preference for a restorative audio environment? 

3a. Do natural sounds take preference over listening to music when restoring from a 

cognitively demanding task? 

3b. Do natural sounds take preference over listening to music when restoring from an 

emotionally demanding task? 
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2 Theoretical background 

 
This chapter will explore existing research on stress recovery and introduce the two leading theories 

used to predict whether an environment has restorative potential. 

2.1 Depletion of a limited resource 
It has long been known that it takes effort to direct attention towards something. Whether it is 

listening to a lecture or solving a mathematical problem, it all takes up mental energy. As a result, it 

is hard to consciously direct your attention towards something for a long period of time. James 

(1890) believed that prolonged directed attention is the result of bringing a topic back into focus 

every few seconds, implying that there is no such thing as prolonged directed attention. James used 

the term voluntary attention to describe this act of directing attention. In contrast, there must also 

be a state of undirected attention, and James coined this state involuntary attention and described it 

as effortless attention. Involuntary attention occurs when a person’s interest is raised by something 

and consequently requires no effort to maintain this interest. For example, at the beginning of the 

presentation it might be easy to keep listening to the lecturer (voluntary attention) but as the lecture 

progresses, the mind drifts off (involuntary attention) more often. The time between these lapses in 

concentration becomes shorter, regaining focus becomes more difficult and it is time for a break. We 

refer to occurrence as attention fatigue. 

The idea that directing attention uses a limited resource has been further developed over the years.  

The state of mind a person experiences when this resource is exhausted has been coined ego 

depletion. Also, ego depletion is not limited to voluntary attention alone. Other acts of making a 

conscious decision or choice such as taking responsibility and initiating or inhibiting behaviour to 

name a few have been shown to drain this resource as well (e.g. Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Muraven, 

& Tice, 1998). If this is really the case, how does one recover from a depleted ego? There are multiple 

approaches and solutions proposed in earlier research, one of which is by listening to music. 

Listening to music is a good strategy for mood-regulation (Thayer, Newman, & McClain, 1994),  and it 

can also decrease stress levels depending on the type of music chosen (Suda, Morimoto, Obata, 

Koizumi, & Maki, 2008). Another approach is by simply taking a rest. Muraven, Tice, & Baumeister 

(1998) state that exerting self-control takes effort which causes fatigue over time. This statement 

seems to hold true in the case of exerting self-control to resist an urge. Shiffman, Paty, Gnys, Kassel, 

& Hickcox (1996) reported that participants who were ex-smokers felt that the urge to smoke was 

more severe in the morning. However, they were also better at resisting the urge in the morning 

compared to the evening. Similar results have been found in a study where people had to make 

moral decisions. Participants felt easier to overcome moral temptations in the morning than later on 

in the day (Kouchaki & Smith, 2014). Going back to the work of James we observe another approach 

that helps with restoration. James (1980) suggests that the answer to restoring the depleted ego lies 

in involuntary attention, a state of mind that one can maintain without effort and occurs when one 

experiences something highly interesting or fascinating. This state of mind can be achieved in various 

ways. For example, immersing in nature environments and engaging in physical exercise have been 

associated with restorative qualities (Salmon, 2001; Hansmann, Hug, & Seeland, 2007). In fact, the 

positive effects of nature on human well-being have been studied intensively and have led to two 

leading theories, both with a significant amount of supporting evidence which we will discuss shortly. 
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2.2 The effect of nature on restoration  

 
Research which studied the effects of nature on people has been around for many years and the vast 

majority of these studies report a positive effect of nature environments on human well-being. 

Nature environments have been shown to have a positive influence on physical and cognitive 

function and mental processes (Keniger, Gaston, Irvine, & Fuller, 2013). Examples of these findings 

include a study done by Ulrich (1984) which showed that a group of patients who had access to an 

outside view of trees recovered faster from surgery and had lesser complications than a  group of 

patients looking towards a blind wall. Also, The number of headaches and perceived stress decreases 

after spending time in a park (Hansmann, Hug, & Seeland, 2007), vitality increases when being in 

contact with nature (Ryan et al., 2010) and nature restores the resource associated with attention 

fatigue (Berman, Jonides, & Kaplan, 2008) to name a few. 

Most of the studies referred to above are based on the work done by Stephen Kaplan, Rachel Kaplan 

and Roger Ulrich. Together, the three of them are responsible for the two leading theories currently 

present in the field of environmental behaviour and human well-being. 

2.2.1 Attention Restoration Theory (ART) 

The Attention Restoration theory takes a cognitive approach based on the concept of voluntary 

attention. Instead of using the term voluntary attention, Kaplan & Kaplan (1989) speak of directed 

attention to describe the act of focusing on things that take effort. This effort used to direct attention 

depletes a limited resource that needs ‘rest’ in order to be replenished. Instead of using the term 

involuntary attention, they used the term fascination to describe effortless attention. Fascination can 

be divided into hard fascination and soft fascination to distinguish between a high intensity activity 

like playing tennis and an activity with mild intensity like a walk in the park. It is believed that soft 

fascination leaves room for reflection and is characteristic for natural environments. An environment 

which allows for fascination has a good restorative potential (Kaplan, 1973).  

Apart from scoring high on fascination, it is believed that environments that have a good restorative 

potential also score high on at least three other characteristics (Kaplan & Talbot, 1983). As discussed 

earlier, people often say they want to ‘escape’ or ‘get a change of scenery’. This leads to the 

assumption that being away is important to restore from attention fatigue. It is important to note 

that this not only includes being away physically, but can also mean taking a rest from mental effort. 

While switching sceneries is easy, this does not necessarily mean the new environment helps one to 

restore. Being immersed in the environment and being able to explore that environment might be at 

least equally important. This is called the extent of the environment. Examples of these types of 

environments include a large shopping mall or a playground for children. The fourth characteristic 

describes the compatibility of one’s purpose and the environment’s demands. If these are not in line 

witch each other, the environment might not offer restoration at all. For example, if one wants to 

take a walk in the park and listen to bird sounds, but at the same time lumberjacks are taking down a 

tree scaring away all the birds, the environment does not offer what is needed to fulfill one’s 

purpose. 

According to these four characteristics, nature qualifies as a good environment given that most 

people do not live in nature (being away), the environment is complex and gives room for immersion 

(extent). Also, many different elements can be found in nature (fascination) such as a variety of trees, 

running water and a collection of wildlife to name a few (Kaplan, 1995). 
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2.2.2 Stress Recovery Theory (SRT) 

According to Zajonc (1980) cognition does not necessarily precede affect and he argues that a set of 

features, so called preferenda, must exist to facilitate an affective response. In his Stress Recovery 

Theory, Ulrich (1983) takes this into account and argues that the first response to an environment is 

affective rather than cognitive. Ulrich argues that the encounter with an environment elicits initial 

like-dislike feelings that can be modified by cognitive appraisal. Positive feelings of preference are 

triggered by at least six preferenda, characteristics of an environment that are evolutionary 

important in quickly determining whether an environment is safe or not. The environment is 

considered restorative when it satisfies the following values.  

The environment has a moderate to high amount of different elements making the environment 

moderate to high in complexity. One’s attention is drawn to a focal point within the environment. 

There is a moderate to high level of depth available together with a homogeneous ground surface 

texture. Also, little or no threat is present in the environment. Ulrich also takes a deflected vista into 

account, giving access to new information about the environment just out of eye sight but notes that 

this is a highly cognitive process and thus not of major impact on the initial affective response. Apart 

from these preferenda, Ulrich argues that the existence of water will have a positive contribution on 

the liking of an environment. 

Whether or not an environment has restorative potential largely depends on these preferenda. A 

nature environment qualifies as a restorative environment according to the following quote: 

Ulrich (1984): “For individuals experiencing stress or anxiety, most unthreatening 

natural views may be more arousal reducing and tend to elicit more positively 

toned emotional reactions than the vast majority of urban scenes, and hence are 

more restorative in a psychophysiological sense.” (p. 116) 

There is much evidence pointing towards the positive effects of nature environments on human well-

being. What might be even more remarkable are the different approaches employed in gathering this 

evidence. There are studies in which participants were actually present in the nature environment 

(Kaplan & Talbot, 1983) or immersed in to a virtual nature environment (De Kort, Meijnders, 

Sponselee, & IJsselsteijn, 2006). A different approach is research based on indirect contact with 

nature environments. For example, people only had access to nature from a distance like a view of 

nature through a window (Ulrich, 1984) or people only had access to nature through pictures or 

video content (e.g., Kaplan, 2001; Korpela & Hartig, 1996). Whichever the approach, evidence that 

nature has a positive effect on human well-being was usually found. 

2.3 The effect of sound on restoration 

One of the first things that come to mind when thinking of sound environments is music. That music 

plays a big role in everyday life is no surprise but there is more to music than meets the eye. For 

example, feelings of positive or negative emotions can be induced or strengthened by music (e.g., 

Hunter, Schellenberg, & Schimmack, 2010; Kreutz, Ott, Teichmann, Osawa, & Vaitl, 2008). And just as 

natural environments, music has been linked to all kinds of positive effects on wellbeing such as 

reduced anxiety (Lai et al., 2008) and stress reduction (Pelletier, 2004). Classical music is often used 

in scientific studies that study the positive effects of music on health. For example, a study done on 

rats shows that after surgery, chances of survival will increase when the rats listened to classical 

music during recovery (Uchiyama et al., 2012). Another study used slow classical music to make 

people more relaxed after being exposed to a stressful task (Gerra et al., 1998). 
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Of course, there are more types of audio environments that can influence people’s mood or 

behaviour. For example, environmental noise has been shown to increase stress levels (Alvarsson et 

al., 2010). A more positive result can be found in audio environments which feature nature sounds. 

There are many studies done that investigate the influence of nature on stress and restoration. 

Earlier studies which made use of an indirect contact approach usually included either visual stimuli 

or a combination of visual and auditory stimuli. This is not strange given the four characteristics 

described in ART and the six preferenda given by SRT. Although, a true nature experience includes 

numerous stimuli, it has been shown that visual stimuli alone can trigger the same positive effects 

(Kweon, Ulrich, Walker, & Tassinary, 2007). One can ask why the same would not be true for nature 

sounds alone? In a study done by Carles, Barrio and De Lucio (1999) this answer was partly answered 

by showing that nature sounds contribute significantly to the appreciation of natural settings.  

Looking at the available research on the effect of natural sound on people we can distinguish 

multiple levels. The first level is the preference for natural sounds. Overall, natural sounds are being 

perceived as more pleasing or favourable over manmade sounds. For example, Yang and Kang (2005) 

found that especially bird sound and water were considered positive. In contrast, manmade sounds 

were mostly considered annoying. Guastavino (2006) reported similar results with the exception that 

sound from a human source was also judged as positive. Ratcliffe, Gatersleben and Sowden, (2013) 

adds that every animal has a unique sound much like every human has a unique fingerprint. For 

example, the song of a bird can be perceived as pleasing whereas the song of another bird is 

perceived as irritating.  

Another approach is to look at the perceived restorative ability of natural sounds. Not surprisingly, 

natural sounds are generally considered restorative and bird song scores high on perceived 

restorative ability (Mackrill, Cain, & Jennings, 2013; Ratcliffe et al., 2013). Actual restorative effects 

using natural sounds have been found in a study done by Alvarsson et al. (2010) in which they 

showed that participants recover faster from a stressful task when they listen to bird sounds and 

fountain water compared to heavy traffic noise. Similar results were found in a study where 

participants could restore from a stressor by spending time in a virtual nature environment together 

with nature sounds or in a virtual nature environment without sound. Participants in the condition 

with nature sounds displayed faster stress recovery (Annerstedt et al., 2013). Also, people display 

faster mood recovery when exposed to natural sounds after watching an unsettling video as opposed 

to motorised sounds (Benfield, Taff, & Newman, 2014). A more detailed overview of available 

research known to date is presented in the table below. 

Author Type Method Results 

Carles, Barrio and 
Vicente de Lucio (1999) 

Preference Participants rated 
combinations of sound and 
landscape pictures 
(1 = very unpleasant; 5 = very 
pleasant). 

Landscapes with matching natural 
sounds were rated higher 
compared to landscape pictures 
only. 

Yang and Kang (2005) Preference Participants were asked to 
classify sounds (categories: 
favourite; neither favourite 
nor annoying; annoying). 

The natural sounds water and 
twittering of birds were >70% 
chosen as the favourite sound. 
Manmade sounds were rated 
significantly lower <55%. 

Guastavino (2006) Preference People living in French cities 
were asked to describe 
pleasant and unpleasant 

Participants perceived hearing 
other people as the most pleasant, 
followed by natural sounds and 
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urban soundscapes.  bird sound in specific. 

Manning et al. (2006) Preference Visitors of the Muir Woods 
National Park, California were 
asked to sit in a specific spot in 
the park, list all the sounds 
they heard and rate them. 
(-4 = annoying; +4 pleasing) 

Natural sounds were perceived as 
pleasant, whereas sounds made by 
humans and environmental noise 
were considered unpleasant.  The 
top rated sounds were water, 
wind, bird song and bird chatter, 
all with a rating above >3.5.  

Irvine et al. (2009) Preference Visitors of a city park in 
Sheffield, UK were asked to 
rate the sounds they heard. 
(1 = extremely unpleasant; 5 
extremely pleasant) 

Natural sounds were perceived as 
the most pleasant, followed by 
people and mechanical sounds to 
come in last. 
 

Payne (2013) Perceived 
restoration 

Participants rated audio-visual 
recordings using ART-
components. 

Rural soundscapes were perceived 
as having the highest restorative 
potential, followed by urban parks 
soundscapes. Urban soundscapes 
were considered the least 
restorative.  

Mackril, Jennings and 
Cain (2014) 

Perceived 
restoration 

Participants were asked to 
rate their emotional 
(relaxation) response to 
hospital ward sounds. 
Variations of the soundscapes 
were made to include natural 
sound or steady state sound.  

The soundscapes including natural 
sounds elicited a more positive 
response. However, there were 
also negative comments stating 
that birdsong could be too much 
when heard for a prolonged time, 
or the natural sound did not fit in 
the environment. 

Ratcliffe et al. (2013) Perceived 
restoration 

Using semi-structured 
interviews, people were asked 
to imagine being in a situation 
of directed attention fatigue 
or in a situation of stress. They 
were then asked to list the 
places that would facilitate 
recovery. 

Bird song was perceived as the 
sound with the most restorative 
potential, followed by water and 
non-avian animals. 

Alvarsson et al. (2010) Restorative 
qualities 

Participants were exposed to a 
two minute arithmetic stress 
task and after that were 
offered a four minute 
restoration period with 
sounds ranging from natural 
sound to environmental noise.  

Skin conductance level returned to 
normal faster when exposed to 
natural sound compared to 
environmental noise. 
There were no significant 
differences found in heart rate 
recovery. 

Jahncke et al. (2011) Restorative 
qualities 

People were asked to work in 
a simulated open-plan office 
for two hours after which 
there was a restoration 
period. 

People reported that they felt 
more energetic after watching a 
nature movie with nature sound 
compared to only the nature 
sound. However, there were no 
significant differences in 
restoration. 

Annerstedt et al. (2013) Restorative 
qualities 

After a virtual stress test, 
participants were immersed in 
either a virtual nature 
environment with natural 

People exposed to the nature 
environment and natural sound 
displayed faster recovery. 
However, some participants 
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sound or without natural 
sound. 

reported an uneasy feeling when 
being immersed in the nature 
environment without sound. 

Saadatmand et al. 
(2013) 

Restorative 
qualities 

This study was carried out 
with patients who were under 
mechanical ventilator support. 
The experimental group was 
exposed to 90 minutes of 
natural sounds. 
 

The experimental group displayed 
better values of blood pressure, 
anxiety and agitation levels. 

Benfield et al. (2014) Restorative 
qualities 

Participants were exposed to 
an emotional stressor after 
which they were given the 
time to restore by listening to 
either natural sounds mixed 
with human voices or 
motorized vehicles, or only 
natural sounds. 

The people exposed to only the 
natural sounds showed faster 
mood recovery compared to the 
people who listened to the mixed 
soundscape. 

 

Research focused on the positive effects of nature on human well-being has always received much 

attention. Only recently, the impact of natural sound on well-being has started to play a more central 

role. The research presented in the table above shows an increase in interest over the past few years 

and the research questions have evolved from “Which natural sounds would you prefer to hear?” to 

“What is the effect of exposure to natural sounds on …?”. Although effects of the restorative powers 

of natural sound were not always clear or present (Jahncke et al., 2011), the available research 

definitely hints that natural sounds, when employed correctly, have restorative potential (e.g. 

Alvarsson et al., 2010; Saadatmand et al., 2013). Currently, we lack a good understanding as to when 

and which natural sounds should be employed to help people restore from stress. There are many 

circumstances in which listening to natural sounds might be helpful. For example, they can help 

achieve a speedy recovery from the feeling of mental exhaustion after a mentally demanding task or 

the feeling of emotional stress to name a few. The current research does not take these situational 

differences into account when researching the preference of natural sound. Also, most research 

carried out on the preference of natural sounds asked participants to imagine feeling stressed and 

list all sounds they want to hear. To our knowledge, no lab study has been conducted to expose a 

participant to a stressor after which natural sounds could be played during a period of rest. In this 

study we would like to address these issues by first investigating the sound preferences given a 

specific type of stressor and verifying this presence during a lab study in which the participant has 

the liberty to choose the type of sound which he/she deems most favorable for restoration. 
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3. Study I: Exploration of preferred sounds after a stressful event 

 
Sounds are all around us. When walking on a street we might hear cars passing, people talking on the 

phone or a dog barking in the distance. Just because we hear it, does not necessarily mean that we 

want to hear these sounds. A solution might be to simply try and ignore the environmental noise or 

to mask the surrounding noise by putting on some music. After experiencing an emotional event one 

might prefer hearing different sounds in comparison to a situation in which one is recovering from a 

stressful task. The three examples above are only a few of the different situations one might want to 

listen to (natural) sound. The first study was conducted to investigate whether people have a strong 

preference for specific sounds in a given situation. All situations were chosen in such a way that each 

represented a typical action, emotion or mood experienced in daily life. This has led to the research 

question: 

1a. Is the preferred restorative audio environment dependent on the type of stressor? 

We expected that there are indeed differences between situations. For example, wanting to fall 

asleep may call for a different type of sound than the sounds preferred when restoring from stress. 

Apart from investigating preference, we also tested which of the four dimensions of the Attention 

Restoration Theory (extent, compatibility, being away, fascination) were good indicators to predict if 

a sound has restorative potential. This has led to the research question: 

1b. Which ART dimensions, if any, can be used as an indicator to predict the restorative 

potential of an audio environment? 

ART can be successfully used to assess whether an environment has restorative potential (Kaplan, 

1995) and given that audio comprises complex properties such as pitch and loudness it should be 

possible to successfully employ ART for audio environments as well. 

3.1 Method 

3.1.1 Design 

In order to study preferences for audio in different situations, six scenarios were constructed that 

resemble a range of everyday life situations where restoration, relaxation or avoiding distraction may 

be appropriate. This study used a within-subjects design with scenario descriptions of everyday life 

situations as independent variable. Dependent variables included self-assessment of sound 

preferences for each of the six situations, as well as a rating of the four ART dimensions: being away, 

fascination, extent and compatibility. The six scenarios each described a different activity, mood or 

emotion in which an audio environment might help.  

Focusing on a task takes up energy and when a person needs to stay concentrated but is unable to 

because of surrounding noise, a solution might be to mask those sounds with other, more preferable 

sounds. The following scenario describes this situation. 

Concentration 

Imagine that you have to finish a large project which has taken you months already to complete. The 

deadline is rapidly coming closer but you have difficulties staying focussed because people around 

you are chatting with one another. Which (surrounding) sounds would you like to hear that can help 

you stay focussed? 
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It is always good to relax a little after hard work to recharge the batteries and thus restore from 

mental fatigue. The next scenario describes this situation. 

 

Relaxing 

The project you have been working on lately has been finished. After a long period of hard work and 

little time to relax, you finally have some time to wind down and recharge. Which (surrounding) 

sounds would you like to hear? 

 

Falling asleep can be hard when an important event is coming and forcing yourself to sleep can be a 

struggle. Listening to something might take your mind away from thinking about the upcoming 

event. This situation was described as follows. 

 

To fall asleep 

Imagine you are in bed but you cannot fall asleep. You would like to get some sleep because you 

have an important meeting in the morning and you want to be well rested. Which (surrounding) 

sounds would aid you in falling asleep? 

 

Feeling stressed for a longer period of time can have negative consequences on a person’s wellbeing. 

Getting out of this state of stress, if only for a while, can help recovery. An appropriate audio 

environment might be of help in this case. 

 

Stress 

Imagine that the company you work for is in bad weather and it is likely you will lose your job, This 

gives you a feeling of constant stress and you would like to get out of this mindset for a while. Which 

(surrounding) sounds would you like to hear? 

 

Feeling tense about an upcoming event or situation might give an uneasy feeling. Overcoming this 

feeling may be achieved by listening to something soothing. The scenario describing this event: 

Tension 

Imagine you just finished an important exam and you are awaiting your results. Much depends on 

getting a good grade which causes extra tension during the wait. Which (surrounding) sounds would 

you like to hear? 

The last scenario described was one without a stressor present.  When there are little to no stimuli 

present you might get bored. Listening to nature sounds or music might be of help in this case. 

 

Boredom 

Imagine you have been in a car accident while you were out jogging. The doctor in the hospital 

informs you that you have to spend the night for observation. When the doctor leaves and you are all 

alone, you start to feel bored. Which (surrounding) sounds would you like to hear? 

 

3.1.2 Participants 

To quickly reach a large number of people we used an online survey to collect the data. Most 

participants were recruited via social media and e-mail. In total, 71 participants participated in study 
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I, out of which 49 percent were male (i.e., 35 males). 54 percent of the participants were born and 

raised in a city. The average age was 32.6 years with a standard deviation of 10.6 years. 

3.1.3 Measurements and procedure 

The survey included the following measurements. 

Demographic  

Preceding the main survey we asked for age, gender and environment where one was predominantly 

brought up (city or village). 

Preference 

Participants were asked to imagine being placed in one of the six situations and to note down all 

sounds that they would like to hear. There was no restriction for the type or number of sounds one 

could list. Participants were free to enter any kind of audio (or the absence thereof) in a text box. 

ART-scale 

Kaplan (1995) introduced a set of four components to help predict whether an environment has 

restorative potential. The survey featured a set of questions to assess if the sounds listed by the 

participants score high on the four ART components. Participants were asked to rate the listed 

sounds on a 5-point Likert scale. The following questions were asked for each situation: 

Being away: It feels like I am completely away when hearing this sound. 

Fascination: I get fascinated when hearing this sound 

Extent: This sound is rich and coherent 

The fourth component in ART is compatibility. A high compatibility means there is a good fit between 

one’s purpose and the environment’s demands. In this study we described compatibility as follows: 

Compatibility: This sound fits my personality 

By doing this we measure whether the chosen audio environment is a good match with the person’s 

personality and not so much whether the environmental demands are in line with the person’s 

intent. Therefore, the compatibility score should be read as the fit between one’s personality and the 

sounds. 
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Figure 3.1: Screenshot showing the concentration situation 

 

 
Figure 3.2: The questions reflecting the ART-components 

 

The full list of scenarios together with the Dutch translations for the ART components used in this 

study can be found in Appendix A.  
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3.2 Results and discussion 

 
The answers received from the participants ranged from various nature sounds to different styles of 

music. Another frequently given answer was silence. Each answer was categorized on two levels. The 

first were high level categories such as silence, music, nature, conversations, multimedia, sounds 

from your home, surroundings or a combination of categories. An answer was labelled as 

´combination´ when the participant entered multiple sounds relating to more than one category. The 

label ´other´ was used when an answer did not fit in any of the previously mentioned categories (e.g. 

footsteps of the instructor telling me I passed the test). Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of answers 

per scenario. 

Next, a deeper level of categorizing was used to get a closer look on the results. Answers were also 

categorized individually yielding more results. For example, the label ‘combination’ was split up into 

separate answers. This has led to a total of 200 specific responses (e.g.: birds or jazz music) for all six 

scenarios. The top answers given were water/ocean (17%) and birds (14%). The other sounds were 

given in 5% of all cases or less. 

Figure 3.3: High level scores for each answer category per scenario 

As the participants could freely describe the sounds they wanted to hear in each scenario, there was 

a lot of variation in given answers. Some participants limited themselves to stating they wanted to 

hear sounds from nature or music whereas others were more descriptive and mentioned several 

music styles or nature sounds they would hear at a specific location. Although there was a wide 

range of answers which made categorizing harder, it also gave some insight on the different sounds 

people want to hear when they are engaged in a specific type of activity or display a specific mood. 

The results show a large preference for music over nature sounds in the scenarios concentration 

(40% vs. 21%), boredom (45% vs. 6%), tension (55% vs. 7%) and stress (53% vs. 23%). A possible 

explanation might be the need for masking sounds in the concentration scenario. The large 

difference in both the boredom and tension scenario might be caused by the need for people to seek 

distraction which can be easily found while listening to music. Although the preference gap between 

music and nature sounds in the stress scenario is not as large as in the tension and boredom 

scenarios, the underlying reason might be the same. The desire of a person to take their mind off 
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things when experiencing stress might be easier to accomplish by listening to music than to roam 

around in (urban) nature while listening to the sounds of animals or a water stream. 

Looking at the scenario for relaxing or to fall asleep we see that nature sounds enjoy preference over 

music. In the case of the relaxing scenario (35% vs. 31%), where people deliberately take some time 

off to restore, they value sounds from nature more. In the scenario where the goal is to fall asleep 

quickly, nature sounds scores the same as silence, namely 28%. However, there is a preference for 

nature sounds over music (28% vs. 16%).  

A closer look at the preferred sounds from nature reveals that both birds (14% of all nature sounds) 

and water (17% of all nature sounds), ranging from sounds of the ocean to a water stream or rain, 

are popular answers which is in line with the available literature (e.g. Carles et al., 1999; Ratcliffe et 

al., 2013). Answers for music often feature classical music or rock music. Unfortunately, not much 

can be said if people prefer the presence of vocals. The open ended question at the end of the 

questionnaire asked for the most recent occurrence in which the participant used sound to alter their 

mood. It is worth mentioning that the top answers given were to unwind from stress (13 times), 

maintaining focus during (12 times) and to overcome sadness or anger (5 times).  

With regards to research question “1a: Is the preferred restorative audio environment dependent on 

the type of stressor?” we can say that there are indeed differences in preference between scenarios. 

For example, people restoring from long term stress and mental fatigue are more likely to prefer 

natural sounds compared to a situation in which people feel tense. In this light, we can say that the 

preferred audio environment definitely depends on the person’s intent. Also, the mentioning of 

using sound to overcome negative emotions like sadness is something to keep in mind during study 2 

when we look into the differences between perceived sound preference and actual behaviour. 

Figure 3.4: The mean scores for each scenario on the ART components with a 95% CI 

After each scenario the participants were asked to rate their answers for the four components of the 

Attention Restoration theory. Figure 3.4 shows the mean scores for each of the ART components. 

The sounds associated with quickly falling asleep have the lowest overall score in comparison to the 

other scenarios and score especially low on fascination and extent. This was expected since the goal 
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was not so much listening to the sounds, but rather aid in falling asleep quickly. The relaxing scenario 

and the stress scenario had the highest overall score, especially on the components being away and 

compatibility. This indicates that the sounds associated with relaxing not only give a high sense of 

being away but are also in line with one’s personality. This is also the case for the stress scenario 

which gives rise to the idea that the preferred audio environment for restoration purposes scores 

high on being away and must be in line with a person’s personality. 

The scenario concentration scored lowest on being away, which is expected since the persons’ 

objective was to imagine trying to stay focussed on the task at hand and the associated sounds were 

a means to mask the chatter. Surprisingly, boredom and tension scored lower on being away than 

the relaxing scenario. It was expected that boredom and tension, together with stress would score 

high on being away, fascination and extent. 

Nothing can be said about the importance of the audio environment demands being in line with a 

person’s intent. In contrast, a good fit between a person’s personality and the audio environment is 

being perceived as more restorative. Although, a match between a person’s personality and the 

environment is not described in ART, the results indicate that people are trying to create an audio 

environment that does match their personality. Also, in the restoration from stress scenarios we see 

a higher score on extent and fascination in comparison to the other scenarios. Coming back to 

research question “1b: Which dimensions of ART, if any, can be used as an indicator to predict the 

restorative potential of an audio environment?”, the ART components fascination, extent and being 

away do give an indication if an audio environment is deemed restorative. Furthermore, nature audio 

environments including sounds of running water or birds seem to enjoy a higher preference when 

the person’s intent is to restore from mental fatigue or help overcome stress.  
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4. Pre-test: Establishing a soundscape with natural sounds for 

restoration 
The results from the study 1 show that the preferred audio environment depends on the situation 

someone is in. When the person’s intent is to restore from stress or mental fatigue, a person is more 

likely to prefer listening to nature sounds compared to a situation in which the goal is to for example, 

maintain focus. This tells us that an audio environment with natural sounds might aid in restoring 

from stress. What it does not tell us is which nature sounds are particularly preferred in such 

situations. According to the results in the previous study bird song and running water are the natural 

sounds that are preferred when restoring from stress. This is also in line with findings from similar 

studies (e.g. Manning et al., 2006). 

As seen earlier music has not only the ability to influence one’s mood, it can also help to relax when 

the music is chosen right. It is believed that slow classical music with quiet sounds helps people to 

feel calm and relaxed (Gerra et al., 1998). There is no reason to assume why it would be different for 

nature sounds. Therefore, it is likely that quiet and calm natural sounds also have a relaxing effect on 

people. Large differences can be seen in animal sounds, as mentioned in the study done by Ratcliffe 

et al. (2013). In this pre-test we test a collection of natural sounds for calmness and hope to arrive at 

a range of sound bites ideal for the purpose of restoring from mental fatigue.  

 

4.1 Method 

4.1.1 Design 
This study used a within-subjects design with nature sound as the independent variable and 

classification (lively/vivid and quiet/calm) as dependent variable.   

4.1.2 Participants 

In total, 31 people took part in this pre-test with an average of rating 32.7 sound bites leading up to 

1014 classifications divided over 49 nature sounds. Participants were recruited through online social 

media. The study was offered in English and Dutch so that a wide audience could participate (46% 

originated from The Netherlands). 

4.1.3 Stimulus selection 

This study used only sound bites with 

recorded nature sounds. All sound bites 

were downloaded from the website 

www.freesound.org, which offers free 

sounds. Over eighty percent of the given 

answers in study 1 that fell in the category 

nature sounds were either bird song or 

running water. Therefore, we used mainly 

these two types of sound in this pre-test. 
Figure 4.1: Classifying sounds by dragging each sound bite to the 

right side (lively) or left side (quiet) 

http://www.freesound.org/
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4.1.4 Measurements and procedure 

Participants were asked to classify a sound bite as quiet/calm (rustig) or vivid/lively (levendig) using 

an online Adobe Flash application. Participants were forced to choose between either vivid/lively or 

quiet/calm. Each trial consisted of five sound bites which could be played by hovering over the sound 

bite with the mouse cursor. Classifying was done by dragging the sound bite onto either the 

quiet/calm or vivid/lively category. After classifying five sound bites, a new set of five was presented. 

This was repeated until the participant had classified all available sound bites or if the participant 

decided to stop. Figure 4.1 shows a screenshot of the interface used to classify the sound bites. A 

more detailed overview of the application can be found in Appendix C. 

4.2 Results and discussion 

 
The number of lively classifications and the number of quiet classifications were added up for each 

sound bite. Figure 4.2 below shows the ranking of each sound bite on a percentage scale. Within the 

set of sound bites, there was only one sound bite that featured multiple animals. This sound bite was 

also the one that was rated the liveliest of all (rainforest). We see that the sound bites featuring 

water, wind and rain are scattered around the middle area of the graph. The top answers for both 

quiet/calm and lively/vivid are without exception all birds. Altogether, the ratings slowly change from 

very quiet towards very lively. This also marks the difference between sound bites featuring birds. As 

already suggested by Ratcliffe et al. (2013) there can be a huge difference between one birds’ song 

and another. Upon closer inspection, we can say that the sound bites classified as more lively are 

faster paced and have a higher pitch than the top sound bites in the quiet/calm category. It is likely 

that this will probably also make the lively sound bites more annoying when listened to for a longer 

period of time. For the purpose of creating a restorative audio environment we should pick natural 

sounds that have a high quiet / calm rating. 
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 Figure 4.2: Graph showing the evaluation of natural sound bites 
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5. Preferences for audio environment while restoring from stress 

 
From study 1 we learned that the perceived preference for an audio environment depends on the 

type of stressor someone is exposed to. We also saw that people use sound environments to 

overcome emotional stress. Regarding the type of sounds, music is preferred over nature sounds in 

four out of the six situations investigated but nature sounds are deemed a good way to restore from 

stress and mental fatigue. Available research shows that both music as well as exposure to nature 

can aid in stress reduction (e.g., Pelletier, 2004; Ulrich, 1984). This leads to the notion that music 

must not be overlooked when the restorative potential of a sound environment is researched. 

In this study we investigate whether the perceived preference for an audio environment is different 

from actual behaviour during a lab experiment. As said, the results from study 1 show that natural 

sounds take a small preference over music when there is a need for restoration. However, there is no 

similar research to back this finding. Therefore, we would like to test whether the actual behaviour 

supports this statement during a lab test.  

To our knowledge, there is no earlier research available in which the participant could actively 

choose and switch between potential restorative audio environments.  In this study we give the 

participant the option to choose the preferred audio environment imagining being put in a stressful 

situation. When the choice is made, the participant is actually placed in the stressful situation. 

Afterwards, there will be time to restore from the stressor and the participant can actively switch 

audio environments. This has led to the research question:  

2. Is there a difference between the expected preference for a restorative audio 

environment and the actual preference for a restorative audio environment? 

It is expected that the initial preference will be listening to music but a switch to nature sounds will 

be noticed during the restoration period. This leads to the following research questions:    

3a. Do natural sounds take preference over listening to music when restoring from a 

cognitively demanding task? 

During study 1 we used six situations in which an audio environment might be an effective way to 

overcome a stressor or to mask other sounds. Several participants reported that listening to music or 

nature sounds are a good way to restore from an emotional stressor. Although emotional stress was 

not taken into account as a scenario, it is interesting to investigate this further. Therefore we also 

included a condition with an emotional stressor. 

3b. Do natural sounds take preference over listening to music when restoring from an 

emotionally demanding task? 

If the results are in line with the findings of study 1, natural sounds should be slightly more in favour 

compared to music. Therefore, it is expected that natural sounds are preferred when overcoming 

mental fatigue or emotional stress.  
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5.1 Method 

5.1.1 Design 
This study used a between-subjects design with three conditions (emotional stressor, cognitive 

stressor and a control condition). The dependent variables were sound preference and volume 

preference. 

5.1.2 Participants 
A total of 86 people participated in this study divided over three scenarios. The data of three 

participants are excluded due to a technical problem during the experiment. Of the 83 participants 

39 were male. 52 Participants were brought up in a Dutch village rather than a city. The age ranged 

from 18 to 49 with an average of 23.8 years. Recruitment was mostly done via social media, flyers 

and the JFS participant database. 

5.1.3 Apparatus 
The experiment took place in a lab on the Eindhoven, University of Technology campus. In total, four 

rooms could be used simultaneously. Every room could hold one participant at the time and was 

equipped with a Dell computer, 15” screen and professional head phones. 

Restoration period 

The restoration period started after the manipulation check. The participant was given three minutes 

to relax and restore from the completed task. The audio player was available throughout the 

restoration period and started playing using the settings saved during the setup (audio choice and 

volume). 

 

5.1.3 Materials 

Audio player 

As can be seen in figure 5.2 the audio player was presented twice during the experiment. During the 

briefing, the participant was informed about the working of the audio player and that the participant 

could alter the settings of the audio player 

when the audio player was visible. All 

instructions were step by step explained on the 

computer screen and the participant was told 

only to move forward when all instructions 

were clear. 

After the briefing, the audio player was shown so the participant could setup audio player to his/her 

liking. There was no set time limit in the setup stage and the participant was free to play music, 

nature sounds or switch off the sound completely.  

Emotional stressor 

This scenario was meant to induce a sad feeling in the person watching. The participant was asked to 

watch the last ten minutes of the movie The Champ (Zeffirelli, 1979). This movie has been used in 

earlier research to successfully induce a sad feeling (Miranda, Gross, Persons, & Hahn, 1998). 

Figure 5.2: Audio player 
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Cognitive stressor 

The goal of this scenario was to deplete the mental resources of a participant so the participant 

would feel rushed, and overwhelmed while doing the task. The participant was asked to control an 

airplane in a flight simulator. This simulator, a multi-attribute task, was especially designed for this 

purpose (Comstock & Arnegard, 1992). 

A variety of meters and gauges must be 

watched and changed accordingly in 

order to successfully complete this task. 

The different sections the participant 

must keep in mind are: 

 Alignment of the airplane 

To prevent the airplane from 

crashing into the ground the 

participant must keep the 

airplane horizontal. This is 

achieved by using a joystick. 

 Radio commands 

To maintain radio contact with 

ground control the participant is 

asked to switch radio frequencies several times during the task. This can be done using the 

keyboard. 

 System monitoring 

The simulator has six different meters whose values need to be in the blue zone. When the 

values enter the red zone, the participant has to press a corresponding key (F1 – F6) on the 

keyboard. 

 Resource management 

The resource management consists of eight pumps which need to be in the right range. If a 

pump is not in the proper range, the pump identification number (1 – 8) turns red. The pump 

is reset by pressing the corresponding number on the keyboard. 

Control group 

The last scenario was meant as a control group and used a neutral stimulus. The participant was 

asked to fill in some Sudoku’s. During the briefing, it was stated that there was no rush and one 

should imagine sitting on the couch at home with a few minutes to spare and you decide to fill in a 

Sudoku to kill some time. 

5.1.4 Measurements 

The restoration period was meant to be used as a period where the participant could calm down and 

relax for a few minutes. Therefore, it was important that the sounds chosen were 1) relaxing and 2) 

did not yield strong emotions responses from the participants. 

Music 

It is difficult to select one piece of music that everyone likes. To minimize the chance of people 

dismissing a sound based on personal music preference we did not want to use a popular song. The 

music chosen for the restoration period was based on The Echo Nest project that aims to quantify 

music based on the characteristics of a song. The Echo Nest is a publicly available music database and 

Figure 5.3: The interface of the flight simulator 
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can be searched using parameters such as genre, length, studio recorded or live concert and so on. 

More interesting are the acoustic attributes, an estimated subjective quality of a track, The Echo Nest 

offers. Among these is the energy attribute which computes the energy level in a song. The Echo 

Nest website offers the following explanation on the energy attribute: 

“[The energy attribute] represents a perceptual measure of intensity and powerful activity 

released throughout the track. Typical energetic tracks feel fast, loud, and noisy. For 

example, death metal has high energy, while a Bach prelude scores low on the scale. 

Perceptual features contributing to this attribute include dynamic range, perceived loudness, 

timbre, onset rate, and general entropy.” (The Echo Nest, 2014). 

For the music environment we used a piece composed by Jeffrey Thompson (2007) and features on 

the album Brainwave Symphony: Relax and let go. The song is called Cello Concerto in C and has a 

rating of 0.11 out of 1 on the Energy scale. 

Perceived loudness 

Now that the audio is defined, it is important to match the level of both audio pieces. We tried this 

by computing the Root Mean Square (RMS) value for every 10ms segment of the audio piece and 

amplifying the sound piece with the lowest value. However, the perceived loudness was nowhere 

near equal. To solve this issue we conducted a pre-test where each 

participant had to match the perceived loudness of both audio 

pieces. A total of seven participants were used this subjective 

measurement scale to match the loudness. All seven matches were 

within a 15 percent range. We used the average of all measurements 

to reach the final loudness of both pieces.  

Sound preference 

A participant could select a song using the buttons music and nature 

sounds in the audio player. Sound preference was measured with a 

timer that started recording once a sound was selected. Switching 

sounds would mean pausing one sound and corresponding timer and starting another. The sum of all 

timers was the total exposure to a particular sound.  

Loudness  preference 

Together with audio preference, loudness preference was measured. In the audio player, the level 

could be set to a minimum of -40 dB and a maximum of +12.1 dB relative to the source signal (nature 

sounds or music). 

Manipulation check 

To check if we actually measured what we wanted to measure, a manipulation check was performed 

immediately after the task was done. The participant had to rate the task using a five point Likert 

scale. The question for each condition: 

Affective  

Hoe aangrijpend vond je dit videofragment? (How touching did you find the video clip?) 

Cognitive  

Hoe moeilijk vond je het om deze taak goed uit te voeren? (How difficult was it to perform well on 

this task?) 

Figure 5.5: Matching the loudness 
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Control  

Hoe moeilijk vond je het om deze taak goed uit te voeren? (How difficult was it to perform well on 

this task?) 

Task load index 

To check if there was a difference between groups, the Task Load Index (TLX) by Hart and Staveland 

(1988) was used. This is a questionnaire containing 9 components where the participant must give a 

rating on a twenty point Likert scale. The complete questionnaire can be found in Appendix D. 

Individual differences 

A standardized questionnaire by Mehrabian (1977) was used to check for individual differences in 

stimulus screening and differences in arousability. The full questionnaire can be found in Appendix D. 

5.1.5 Setting and procedure 
When a participant arrived he/she was asked to fully read and sign the consent form. The participant 

was then guided to an enclosed room and was instructed to wear the head phones and was asked to 

keep the headphones on for the entire experiment. When the participant was all set, the 

experimenter would start the briefing. All instructions were being displayed on the computer screen 

and the participant had to press a button to go to the next screen. Then, a 10 second sample of the 

music environment and a 10 second sample of the natural audio environment were played. The 

order of play was randomized for each participant. After both sound bites were played, the next 

screen would pop up explaining the experimental task and the participant was instructed on how to 

set up the audio player. Participants were randomly assigned to either the condition with an 

emotional stressor, cognitive stressor or a neutral stressor. When the participant would press the 

next button, he/she was asked to choose the preferred audio environment and set the preferred 

loudness level. This setting, along with the time used to set up the audio player was recorded and 

used as the initial sound preference. When the participant was content with the settings of the audio 

player he/she could press the next button and the task was started. The task would start immediately 

after pressing the next button. After ten minutes, the task would end automatically and a 

manipulation check was done by asking the participant one question depending on the condition one 

is in (e.g. How difficult was it to perform well on this task?). When the participant answered the 

question and clicked on the next button, a 3 minute restoration period was introduced. The audio 

player was displayed during the restoration period and would automatically start playing with the 

participants preferred settings. The participant could freely change the settings of the audio player 

during the entire restoration period. After 3 minutes of restoration the audio player would stop 

playing and the participant was asked to fill out a paper questionnaire asking for demographics, task 

load and differences in stimulus screening. After finishing the questionnaire, the participant was 

debriefed and received a monetary compensation (€5 for TU/e students and €7.50 for people outside 

of the university). Figure 5.1 shows the experimental flow in detail. 
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Figure 5.1: The experimental procedure 
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5.2 Results 

 
During the experiment we asked the participants if they listened to classical music (M = 1.78, SD = 

.78) on a regular basis using a 5-point Likert scale (1=never, 2=sometimes, 3=regularly, 4=often, 

5=always) to check whether the participants had a high interest for classical music.  The same was 

done for playing games (M = 2.07, SD = .87) on a console like a Playstation or an XBox in order to spot 

differences for the cognitive stressor. 

 

Figure 5.6: Mean score and standard deviation per group 

A manipulation check in the form of a question was done immediately after each task. On average, 

the reported difficulty for participants exposed to the cognitive stressor (M = 3.82, SE = .146), was 

significantly higher than after being exposed to the neutral stressor (M = 2.22, SE = .154), t(53) = 7.5, 

p < .05, r = .72). 

The table below shows the mean and the standard deviation of each question. A high rating on both 

the affective and cognitive group was found where the control group showed a rating that was below 

average. Therefore, the manipulation check appeared to be successful. 

 

Group Question Answer scale μ σ 

Affective 
Hoe aangrijpend vond je dit 
videofragment? (How touching did you 
find the video clip?) 

1 = Helemaal niet aangrijpend 
3 = Neutraal 
5 = Heel erg aangrijpend 

3.96 .693 

Cognitive 
Hoe moeilijk vond je het om deze taak 
goed uit te voeren? (How difficult was it 
to perform well on this task?)  

1 = Heel makkelijk 
3 = Neutraal 
5 = Heel moeilijk 

3.82 .772 

Control 
Hoe moeilijk vond je het om deze taak 
goed uit te voeren? (How difficult was it 
to perform well on this task?) 

1 = Heel makkelijk 
3 = Neutraal 
5 = Heel moeilijk 

2.22 .801 

Table 5.1: Mean scores of the manipulation check 

 

We used the TLX scale developed by Hart and Staveland (1988) as a second measure to check for 

differences between groups. A between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the different 

TLX components between groups. Looking at the other components we see there is no significant 
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difference between groups for any of the components apart from the component frustration, F(2, 80) 

= 2.80, p > 0.05, r = .26). When we look at the Bonferroni Post Hoc test, we see differences between 

groups on the different components. People in the cognitive group report a higher mental demand 

than the people in the affective and control group. The same goes for the component performance 

between the cognitive and affective group. The table below gives an overview of all differences 

between groups per component. 

Component Groups compared μ difference 

Mental demand 
Affective – Cognitive 
Affective – Control  
Cognitive – Control  

-7.02* 
-3.46* 
3.55* 

Physical demand 
Affective – Cognitive 
Affective – Control  
Cognitive – Control  

-4.00* 
0.98 
4.99* 

Temporal demand 
Affective – Cognitive 
Affective – Control  
Cognitive – Control  

-6.83* 
-3.07* 
3.76* 

Performance 
Affective – Cognitive 
Affective – Control  
Cognitive – Control  

-4.60* 
-3.20 
1.40 

Effort 
Affective – Cognitive 
Affective – Control  
Cognitive – Control  

-8.00* 
-3.20* 
2.31 

Frustration 
Affective – Cognitive 
Affective – Control  
Cognitive – Control  

-2.87 
-2.13 
0.74 

Table 5.2: Task Load Index scores compared between groups. * p < 0.05 

Each participant was told which task they were supposed to complete and was given the chance to 

set up the audio player to their liking before the start of this task. The settings audio choice, current 

position and loudness were saved and used as the starting point for the restoration period. There 

was no time constraint for the setup period whereas the restoration period was set to three minutes. 

The average setup period was relatively short but had a large standard deviation (M = 11, SD = 

10.38).  

Sound preference 

Participants could switch 

between audio options at 

their convenience. Most 

participants (58%) did not 

switch at all between audio 

options, 31% Switched once 

or twice and a little over 

10% switched more than 

three times between audio 

options during the 

restoration period. 

Interestingly, people 

switched more in the cognitive group (36 switches in total) compared to the affective group (22 

switches in total) and control group (20 switches). Looking at the audio choice distribution we see 

Group Contrast N Mann-Whitney sig. r 

Affective 
Music - Nature 
Music - No sound 
Nature - No sound 

54 
54 
54 

102.00 
39.00 

260.00 

.00 

.00 

.02 

-.64 
-.82 
-.31 

Cognitive 
Music - Nature 
Music - No sound 
Nature - No sound 

58 
58 
58 

120.00 
35.00 

237.50 

.00 

.00 

.01 

-.65 
-.86 
-.46 

Control 
Music - Nature 
Music - No sound 
Nature - No sound 

54 
54 
54 

62.50 
33.00 

343.00 

.00 

.00 

.64 

-.74 
-.82 
-.06 

Table 5.3:  Post hoc Mann-Whitney tests 
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that music was the popular choice in all groups regardless whether it was the setup or restoration 

phase. We used the Kruskal-Wallis H test to check for differences between audio choices because the 

data was not normally distributed. A significant difference was found between audio choices in the 

affective stressor group χ2(2) = 43.17, p = 0.00, cognitive stressor group χ2(2) = 48.57, p = 0.00 and 

the control group χ2(2) = 46.48, p = 0.00. Table 5.3 shows the Mann-Whitney post hoc tests.   

Looking at the preferred audio choice between groups in the restoration phase we find no significant 

differences for music, F(2,80) = .23, p = .80; nature sound, F(2,80) = .51, p = .61; no sound, F(2,80) = 

.74, p = .48. No statistical significant difference in audio preference was found between groups for 

the restoration phase. This is better shown in figure 5.7. During the setup phase, there is a larger 

preference for natural sounds in the control group and the cognitive group compared to the 

restoration phase. This shows that there is indeed a difference between expected preference (setup 

phase) and actual preference (restoration phase). Therefore, we accept hypothesis 2. It is good to 

note that the restoration phase lasted exactly 180 seconds, whereas the time needed for setup was 

defined by the participant which makes it harder to compare between the setup phase and the 

restoration phase. 

 

 

Figure 5.7: The distribution of the audio choices per group. At the top, the setup phase is displayed and at the bottom, 
the restoration phase 

Dividing the restoration time in three parts of one minute each gives an idea of the development of 

audio choice over time. Looking at a visual representation of the audio preference over time we 

generally see a decrease in music preference which can almost be completely attributed to the 

preference for natural sounds (figures 5.8 – 5.10). This decrease goes for the affective and cognitive 

groups in particular. In contrast, from the same visual representation we see that the control group 

also experiences an increase in nature sound played but participants chose the no sound option 

more often in the first two minutes of the restoration period. 
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Figure 5.8: The distribution of the audio choices per minute for the control group 

Figure 5.9: The distribution of the audio choices per minute for the affective group 

 

Figure 5.10: The distribution of the audio choices per minute for the cognitive group 

 

Loudness preference 

Each participant had the ability to control for loudness of the sounds played during the setup period 

and the restoration period. The Mann-Whitney test was used for the following analyses because the 

data was not normally distributed.  

The initial loudness of the audio used in the restoration period was the last measured loudness of the 

setup period. As said, participants could freely change the loudness setting during the 180 second 

restoration period. Looking at the difference between the last measured loudness during the setup 

period and the average measured loudness during the restoration period, we see no statistically 

significant differences for each of the conditions (table 5.4).     
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Group N Mann-Whitney sig. r 

Affective 54 362.00 .97 -.01 

Cognitive 58 346.00 .25 -.15 

Control 54 300.50 .28 -.15 
Table 5.4:  Post hoc Mann-Whitney tests comparing the difference  

between the last measured loudness in the setup period and the average loudness during the restoration period. 

Furthermore, the Kruskal-Wallis H test showed that there was a statistically significant difference in 

loudness between the different conditions, χ2(2) = 644.687, p = 0.00, with a mean rank loudness 

score 1029.20 for the affective condition, 692.55 for the cognitive condition and 1519.75 for the 

control condition. Figure 5.11 and figure 5.12 show the development of loudness preference over 

time for music and natural sounds. Interestingly, the loudness during the restoration phase for the 

cognitive group was lower than the loudness for the affective condition and the control condition.  

Looking at the preferred loudness for the natural sounds, we see that the loudness for the control 

condition is much larger than the loudness for the other conditions. With nine participants, the 

cognitive condition has the highest number of people listening to natural sounds for longer than five 

seconds at a time compared to six in the affective condition and three in the control condition. The 

loudness in the control condition increased only slightly over time, whereas the loudness in the 

cognitive condition increased with almost 5 dB SPL. Overall, the preferred loudness results were 

difficult to compare between groups because few participants choose to play natural sounds during 

the restoration phase.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11: The loudness level (dB) for music per condition 
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Figure 5.12: The loudness level (dB) for nature sounds for each condition 
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5.3 Discussion 
 

In this study we were interested whether people’s behaviour would match their initial preference for 

a means of restoration. Current literature suggests that sound plays an important role in the 

restorative capabilities of natural settings (e.g., Mackrill et al., 2014; Payne, 2013). Also, natural 

sounds are often perceived as more pleasant as opposed to manmade sounds (Manning et al., 2006; 

Yang & Kang, 2005). Unfortunately, empirical research has yet to evolve to a clear empirical or 

rationale that could inform the choice of restorative audio. The current study tried to partly bridge 

this gap by investigating different stressors and the preferred audio environment. 

We investigated the preference for natural sounds, music or no sound during restoration from a 

cognitive stressor and an emotional stressor. Before exposure to the stressor, the participant was 

asked to set up an audio player with their preferred audio environment. Beforehand it was made 

known whether the participant would be completing an emotionally stressful task or a cognitively 

challenging task so the participant could make an informed decision. Research question 2 looked at 

the comparison between the initial audio preference and the audio preference after being exposed 

to a stressor. The results indicate that people can intuitively choose their preferred audio 

environment prior to being exposed to the stressor considering that over half of the participants did 

not switch audio environments during the restoration phase. Participants who did change audio 

environments mostly switched from the natural sounds to music. This was especially noticeable in 

the cognitive and control conditions. Therefore, the hypothesis that the initial preference differs 

from the audio preference during the restoration period from a stressful situation partly holds. 

Furthermore, the preferred audio environment was predominantly music during the restoration 

phase. No statistically significant differences were found between the three conditions, meaning that 

the music environment was preferred over the natural environment. This contradicts our expectation 

of hypothesis 3a and 3b that listening to natural sounds takes preference over music when someone 

is in need of restoration. A possible explanation might be that people were not fully depleted after 

exposure to the cognitive stressor. Although, we see that participants switch to natural sounds at a 

later time during the restoration period. This might advocate for the use of natural sounds in the 

audio environment but this could also indicate that people grew tired of the music selection. The 

latter argument is also supported by the notion that most participants hardly listen to classical music 

during everyday life.  

Looking at the preferred loudness, we see no significant differences in the preferred loudness 

between the setup phase and the restoration phase. This leads to the notion that people seem to 

know intuitively what a good loudness is. Furthermore, the results show that the preferred loudness 

for the cognitive group was set to a much lower value in comparison to the other groups. This does 

support the claim that the people were mentally depleted after exposure to the stressor and 

supports the claim that people prefer the music to be played in the background, instead of using 

music as a masking or noise cancelling sound. Although, the limited number of people choosing 

natural sounds as an audio environment makes it harder to compare differences in loudness. 

In this study we showed that music takes preference over nature sounds when people try to restore 

from an emotional or cognitive stressor, even though earlier research suggests that nature sounds 

are perceived as more pleasant in comparison with manmade sounds (e.g. Manning et al., 2006; Yang 

& Kang, 2005). This finding was also replicated in study 1. The reason that music takes preference 

over natural sounds might be due to the chosen natural audio environment. Although, the natural 
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sound environment used mainly bird chatter and running water, which was in line with the results of 

study 1 and the available literature (e.g. Ratcliffe et al., 2013), participants favoured music over 

natural sounds. An explanation for this finding might be found in a study done by Mackrill et al. 

(2014) where participants reported that listening to bird sounds for a long period of time becomes 

annoying. The five minute restoration period without any other distractions might be too long for 

people to actively listen to nature sounds and not get bored. 
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6 Overall discussion 

 
Stress is a concept that everyone is familiar with but can be explained in different ways depending on 

the context. Looking at it from a physiological perspective we can say that an external influence, the 

so called stressor, throws a body off balance. In response, the body will try to regain its balance 

(Sapolsky, 2004). Chronic exposure to stress is often associated with negative effects (e.g. Lupien et 

al., 2009). Also, experiencing an emotional event or maintaining concentration can be a reason to 

feel stressed. Much research is done on developing strategies and best practices to reduce or restore 

from stress. For example, taking rest (Muraven et al., 1998), listening to music (Pelletier, 2004) and 

spending time in nature (e.g. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989) are often recommended as the best practices. 

Although, there is some evidence that natural sounds on their own also possess restorative qualities 

(Benfield et al., 2014; Saadatmand et al., 2013), we currently lack a good understanding as to when 

and which natural sounds should be employed to help people restore from stress. The current study 

tries to bridge this gap by looking at the sound preference people have when recovering from 

different stressors and then test whether the preference stays the same after being exposed to this 

stressor during a lab experiment. 

In study 1 we investigated which sounds, if any, people would like to hear when imagining being in 

different stressful situations. We hypothesised that people prefer to hear different sounds, so called 

audio environments, depending on the situation they are in. There were indeed differences in 

preferred sounds for different stressful situations. In general, music scores high as a preferred sound 

but nature sounds gain preference in situations of prolonged stress and restoring from mental 

fatigue. Preferred nature sounds are bird song and running water. This is in line with earlier research 

which report that bird song (Ratcliffe et al., 2013) and running water (Yang & Kang, 2005) are 

preferred natural sounds. The restorative qualities of (natural) environments are often assessed 

according to the components of the Attention-Restoration theory (ART) designed by Kaplan (1995). 

We also investigated whether the four components of ART extent, being away, fascination and a 

variation on compatibility are a good way to predict the restorative qualities of an audio 

environment. It was found that fascination and being away seemed to be good predictors on 

whether a sound is being perceived as restorative.  

The results in study 1 show that people seem to intuitively know which sounds might aid in restoring 

from stress. However, the differences found between situations suggest that a good restorative 

audio environment depends on the situation. Nature sounds in previous research on the restorative 

qualities of a natural environment were always picked by the researcher (e.g. Alvarsson et al., 2010). 

In light of these findings, it is good to give the participant a choice between different audio 

environments when researching the restorative qualities of natural environments. 

In study 2 we wanted to test whether people can make an informed choice as to which audio 

environment is preferred before actually being exposed to a stressor. In order to do this we needed 

different audio environments. The top two answers in study 1 were music (mostly classical music to 

relax and trance or rock when in need for energy) and nature sounds (mostly bird song and water). 

From earlier research we know that calm classical music is a good choice when you want to relax 

(Gerra et al., 1998). Therefore, we assumed that it would be no different for natural sounds as also 

indicated by (Ratcliffe et al., 2013). A pre-test was done in which people were asked to classify sound 

bites with nature sounds as either lively or calm. Sound bites that were classified as more lively were 

faster paced and had a higher pitch than the top sound bites in the quiet/calm category. It is likely 
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that this will probably also make the lively sound bites more annoying when listened to for a longer 

period of time. Therefore, in study 2 we used nature sounds that were considered calm.  

As said, study 2 looked at the comparison between the initial audio preference and the audio 

preference after being exposed to a stressor. The results show a high preference for music when the 

participant is told he/she is going to watch an emotionally stressful video. Music is still the preferred 

audio environment for the cognitive stressor and in the control group with roughly 60% versus 40%. 

After being exposed to the stressor, most listeners who initially favoured the natural audio 

environment eventually switch over to the music environment and end up listening longer to music. 

A possible explanation might be that actively listening to nature sounds becomes boring over time 

(Mackrill et al., 2014). We hypothesised that the preference for a restorative audio environment 

would change after actually being exposed to a stressor. Since most switches were made from nature 

sounds to music and participants whose initial preference was a music environment rarely switched 

our hypothesis is only partly true. This study shows that even when people think that natural audio 

environments are well suited as a means for restoration, music takes preference over nature sounds 

after being exposed to an emotional or cognitive stressor. This finding is contrary to our hypothesis 

that nature sounds would take preference over music while recovering from mental or emotional 

fatigue. 

A limitation of the study might be the limited time that people were exposed to the stressor. 

Although the manipulation check showed that the video was emotionally demanding and the 

cognitive task was difficult it is very well possible that people were not fully depleted and thus also 

not in actual need for restoration. Also, we tried to create a natural audio environment which would 

aid people in restoration. The three minutes of rest after the stressor might have been too long for 

people to actively listen to any audio environment and might encourage people to start playing with 

the audio settings. Future work should take this into account and perhaps offer restorative audio in 

the background. 

With the approach of this study we looked at the combination between the preference for an audio 

environment and different stressors. To the best of our knowledge, this is currently the only study 

that gives the participant a choice in the audio selection to aid in restoration to the best of our 

knowledge. We think this is a good first step towards a good audio environment that can aid 

restoration from stress. 
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Appendix A: Scenarios and questionnaire used in study 1 

Scenarios 
 

Concentration 

Stel je voor dat je een groot project moet afmaken waar je al maanden mee bezig bent geweest. De deadline 

nadert maar je hebt moeite om je concentratie vast te houden doordat er mensen om je heen aan het praten 

zijn. 

Relaxing 

Het project waar je de afgelopen tijd hard aan hebt gewerkt is klaar. Na een lange tijd van veel 

werken en weinig ontspanning heb je eindelijk wat tijd voor jezelf om te ontspannen en uit te rusten. 

 

To fall asleep 

Stel je voor dat je in bed ligt maar niet kunt slapen. Je wilt graag slapen, want morgen heb je een 

belangrijke afspraak en hiervoor wil je goed uitgerust zijn.  

 

Boredom 

Stel je voor dat je tijdens het hardlopen bent aangereden door een auto. Een arts vertelt dat je een 

nacht in het ziekenhuis moet blijven ter observatie. Als de arts weg is lig je alleen in de kamer en je 

raakt verveeld. 

 

Stress 

Stel je voor dat het slecht gaat met het bedrijf waar je werkt en je waarschijnlijk je baan zal verliezen. 

Dit geeft voortdurend spanning en stress en je wilt graag even uit die stemming geraken 

Tension 

Stel je voor dat je een belangrijk tentamen hebt gehad en je wacht op je cijfer. Er hangt veel af van 

het behaalde resultaat en dit zorgt voor extra spanning tijdens het wachten. 

ART components 

 
Being away: Als ik deze geluiden hoor dan lijkt het alsof ik even helemaal weg ben 

Fascination: Ik raak gefascineerd bij het horen van deze geluiden 

Extent:  Deze geluiden vullen elkaar aan 

Compatibility: Deze geluiden passen bij mijn persoonlijkheid 
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Questionnaire 
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Responses 

 Lounge muziek (lage BPM) voor een presentatie. Ontspannende werking. 

 Hardlopen(motiveren)-stress werk-prive(tot rust komen). In elke gelegenheid luister ik 

muziek. 

 Na een ruzie. Muziek die aanstaat, maakt weinig uit welke muziek. 

 vaak zet ik savonds een aflevering top-gear aan om bij in slaap te vallen. het programma is 

heel leuk, maar blijkbaar, hoe gek het ook klinkt, heeft het een rustgevend effect op mij. 

 Om te ontspannen, muziek zoals dat van racoon 

 Nu, omdat er documentatie geschreven moet worden voor een op te leveren product. 

Current Song Playing - The Proclaimers - 500 miles. (Happy Music) 

 Eergister, het betrof wildstyles met year of summer. 

Het gaf zeker de gewenste verandering. 

 Auto rijden 

Muziek luisteren top 40 

 als ik voor mezelf aan het werk ben wil ik graag mijn eigen muziek horen. Als ik helemaal 

moet ontstressen wil ik graag rust door bijvoorbeeld naar bos of zee te gaan. 

 gisteren, schoonmaken alleen thuis, muzieklijst op iphone (jazz latin reggea etc), uplifting 

 In de auto, vertrokken in de ochtend in het weekend,1 uur onderweg. Muziek zorgt voor 

ontspanning en om te ontwaken. Zorgt ervoor dat ik fris en vrolijk op de plaats van 

bestemming aankom. 

 I was trying to get an assignment done and I was working at a public space, hence a lot of 

noise. I was very close to the deadline, so I plugged in my headphones and listened to some 
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Opeth (progressive melodic death metal). It definitely charged me up and I managed to finish 

the assignment well before the deadline. 

 Studeren en dus afsluiten met hardstyle 

Autorijden, lekker sportief op een uptempo nummer 

 Gisterenavond,  golden oldies,  om me gedachten af te leiden van emotionele dingen naar 

motivatie om nog even efficiënt te gaan werken aan de studie 

 druk op het werk; 

5 min muziek maken; 

daarna weer meer energie 

 om op te vrolijken en energie te krijgen tijdens een rotdag luister ik graag muziek die ik ken, 

dat kost geen moeite om naar te luisteren (hoef niet op te letten) en komt makkelijk 

'binnen'. 

 voorbereiden voor presentatie op computer: rustige klassieke muziek aangehad om de flow 

te houden zonder afgeleid te worden 

 Grafisch ontwerp, instrumentale dance/jazz met een beat en opzwepende klanken. 

 

Dit hielp mij om op een goed tempo door te werken. 

 Om in slaap te komen, gebruikte ik natuurgeluiden. 

 Bij mijn werk heb ik muziek opgezet (oordopjes) zodat ik me beter kon concentreren op wat 

ik aan het doen was. Omdat het afwisselend geluid was bleef ik wakkerder en 

geconcentreerder. 

 Om me beter te kunnen concentreren bij het schrijven van mijn thesis (met muziek die ik 

heel goed ken), bijvoorbeeld dit soort muziek: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TInfhh9btnU 

Dat werkt wel. 

 Tijdens het fietsen, catchy muziek zodat ik niet merk hoe lang ik onderweg ben. Dat had het 

gewenste effect. 

 Vanochtend in alle vroegte naar het bos geweest waar ik ten midden van vogel gefluit en 

andere natuur geluiden langaam wakker ben geworden. Voor de rest de hele dag tv aan 

gehad als achtergrond geluid, terwijl ik met werkaamheden thuis bezig was. En muziek (Enya, 

keltische muziek) geluisterd na het sporten om tot rust te komen. 

 Na stress op het werk naar huis gereden in de zon( natuur) genietend van de geluiden van 

buiten, hierdoor vrolijk en opgewekt gevoel 

 Om even goed na te denken en alles te laten bezinken zet ik hele rustige muziek op met 

teksten die bij dat moment passen. Daar wordt ik dan rustig van en dan kom ik even bij mijn 

gevoel! 
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 Bij mijn werk. Ja heeft effect gehad. Rustgevend 

 Als ik vanuit het werk naar huis rijd zet ik altijd iets van Oasis, Audioslave, RHCP ofzo op. Dan 

wordt ik weer vrolijk en raak ik eventuele stress van het werk zo weer kwijt. 

 autoradio en CD; filmmuziek van de Pitch Perfect. werd er wel vrolijk van door het 

meezingen ;-) 

 Tijdens het werk, het gaf me rust 

 meditatiemuziek 

 Ik doe dit dagelijks op mijn werk om in de juiste stemming te komen om optimaal te 

presteren; ontspannen om een presentatie te geven of juist opgefokt om een rapport af te 

krijgen. 

 laatst toen ik te laat was voor mijn afspraak in de auto. Ik heb toen rustige muziek geluisterd. 

Het hielp wel om me beter te concentreren op de weg. 

 Natuurgeluiden, even lekker uitwaaien na een stressvol gesprek. 

 Ik gebruik muziek bij elke stemming om iets te vieren of juist af te leiden van misere. 

Klassiek/rustige muziek als ik in een redelijke rustige stemming ben. Hard rock om frustratie 

te kunnen uiten of juist mijn energie kwijt te kunnen wanneer ik hyper ben 

 Eenzame werkdag dus regio aangezet 

 Mp3 speler tijdens hardlopen( d.m.v. muziek het langer kunnen volhouden) 

 Ik heb onlangs een keuze moeten maken tussen twee aanbiedingen voor banen. Om af en 

toe even niet te druk bezig te zijn met die keuze heb ik naar ambient muziek geluisterd, om 

zo ontspanning te creeÃ«ren. 

 Tijdens vakantie muziek op de achtergrond vanuit de bar. Heerlijk relaxed, op het strand 

liggen met een boek, cocktail erbij. Spelende kinderen in de zee. 

 Zondag was ik erg verdrietig en toen ben ik naar de manege gegaan waar je alleen maar 

dieren en vogels hoort en daar kan ik van de rust genieten 

 muziek van favoriete zanger,en kreeg het gewenste effect ontspande weer. 

 Op sommige momenten in de week, ook deze week, gebruik ik soms bepaalde liedjes om 

mezelf weer in een goede stemming te brengen. Zo kan ik beter om gaan met de negatieve 

dingen in mijn leven.  

Het laatste moment kan ik me even niet herinneren. 

 Stilte, teveel lawaai om iets af te maken, me afgesloten in een aparte ruimte en het toen 

afgemaakt. Ja, het heeft tot het gewenste effect geleid. 

 Drukte berichten omgeving 

 Vorige week was ik niet in mijn beste stemming omdat ik mijzelf een beetje zielig vond. In 
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zo'n geval neem ik mijn fietsje en ga een eindje fietsen en geniet ik van de omgeving met alle 

daarbij behorende geluiden, zingende vogeltjes, boeren met tracktor geluiden op het land, 

maar ook snelweg geluiden in de verte. En dat werkt prima. 

 ik zet de televisie aan en luister naar een programma en dat heeft het gewenste resultaat 

gebracht 

 Vandaag heb ik naar rustgevende muziek (Bob Marley) geluisterd tijdens 

projectwerkzaamheden om me beter te kunnen concentreren. 

 buitenlucht, paarden wind, vogels.  

muziek: van alles 

 Het ging om muziek op een verjaardag. Er stond een radiozender aan met top 40 muziek. 

 Vieren van een succes in het ondernemerschap. Technomuziek om te ontladen en dit heeft 

effect gehad. 

 gezellig avondje met een vriendin op de bank.  

Er stond een warme jazzy achtergrondmuziek op, wat precies de juiste stemming gaf. 

 Tijdens werken rustige muziek 

Concentratie bevorderend 

Ja. Ik heb heerlijk kunnen doen wat ik moest doen. 

 Sollicitatiegesprek waar ik nogal nerveus voor was. De radio in de auto wat harder gezet dan 

normaal en het echte nerveuze was er toch wel van af. 

 treinreis in Indonesie (weet je meteen wie ik ben ;)), loungemuziek opgezet om extra van de 

schitterende reis te genieten! 

 Tijdens het werken, erg saai vervelend project, wat wel gedaan moet worden, dus muziek 

erbij en dat helpt je er doorheen. Oude muziek uit de jaren 80 en heeft effect gehad, werk 

was zo klaar 

 Tijdens het werk. Muziek met een stevige beat erin. 

 Sinds een paar weken gebruik ik meditatiemuziek om fysiek te ontspannen en tot rust te 

komen om zo gevoelens van stress, piekeren en zorgen maken tegen te gaan. Hoewel ik het 

niet verwacht had, lukt het mij erg goed om hiermee met name de fysieke spanning in mijn 

lichaam (en gevolgen daarvan) weg te nemen. 

 muziek tijdens diner, geeft ongedwongen sfeer 

 Tijdens het inkorten van houten lamellen in de garage. Een saai en langdradig klusje dat wel 

om preciezie en aandacht vraagt. Geluid was muziek. Verzamel album van Cuby and the 

Blizzards. Met name het nummer Distant Smile (met het geweldige gitaar loopje). Had 

inderdaad het gewenste effect: werd er vrolijk van en om één of andere reden helpt het 

herhalen van dezelfde liedjes me om te concentreren. (deed ik vroeger ook tijdens tentamen 

weken) 
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 zachte muziek bij het werk 

 Vaak voor ik op stap ga (vorige week nog) gebruik ik snelle muziek om in de stemming te 

komen en dat werkt voor mij, ik haal daar energie uit 

 Slecht nieuws, zoals ernstig ziek of overlijden. Jaren zestig muziek, Nederlands,Duits en 

Engels-talig. Het lucht op! 

 leren van tentamen, energieke muziek voor afleiding en ontlading, ja 

 Beetje down en dan keihard de top 1000 aan zetten,heerlijk.Daarna minder down. 
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Appendix B: Materials used in the pre-test 

Experimental design 
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Appendix C: Additional results study 2 

 

Preferred loudness for the affective condition. On the left is the music distribution and on the right the nature sounds 
distribution. The upper and lower boundaries depict a ±1 SD. 

 

Preferred loudness for the cognitive condition. On the left is the music distribution and on the right the nature sounds 
distribution. The upper and lower boundaries depict a ±1 SD. 

 

Preferred loudness for the control condition. On the left is the music distribution and on the right the nature sounds 
distribution. The upper and lower boundaries depict a ±1 SD. 
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Appendix D: Materials used in study 2 
 

Questionnaire 
 

Tot slot wil ik je vragen deze vragenlijst in te vullen. 

 

Wat is je geslacht? 

 
 

Wat is je leeftijd? 

 

_____ jaar 

 

 

Waar heb je het grootste deel van je jeugd doorgebracht? 

 

 
 

Hoe vaak speel je spelletjes op een (spel)computer (Pc, Playstation, Xbox 

enz.)? 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Hoe vaak luister je naar klassieke muziek? 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Vond je het luisteren naar muziek en/of natuurgeluiden een goede manier om 

tot rust te komen? 

 

 
 

Waarom wel / niet? 
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Beantwoord de volgende vragen door op de schaal een kruisje te zetten bij het streepje 

die het best bij jouw situatie past. 
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Geef aan in hoeverre je het eens of oneens bent met elk van de volgende stellingen. 

Gebruik de onderstaande schaal om aan te geven in welke mate je het eens of oneens 

bent met elk van de stellingen. Beschrijf nauwkeurig hoe je over het algemeen bent (dat 

houdt in, hoe je je gemiddeld genomen voelt in de meeste situaties- niet hoe je je voelt 

in specifieke situaties of hoe je graag zou willen zijn). Omcirkel voor elke stelling het 

cijfer dat je gevoel over die stelling het beste omschrijft. 

 

+4 = zeer sterk mee eens 

+3  = sterk mee eens 

+2  = redelijk mee eens 

+1 = enigszins mee eens 

0   = mee eens, noch mee oneens 

-1   = enigszins mee oneens 

-2 = redelijk mee oneens 

-3 = sterk mee oneens 

-4 = zeer sterk mee oneens 

 

1. Ik neig ernaar om sterke emotionele belevenissen telkens opnieuw te 

beleven. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

2. Over het algemeen heb ik minder fantasieën of zorgen dan de meeste mensen 

hebben. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

3. Ik ben gevoelig voor de gevoelens die strakke of losse kleding veroorzaken. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

4. Ik word minder beïnvloed door goed of slecht weer dan de meeste mensen. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

5. Ik ben sterk bewogen wanneer er veel dingen tegelijk gebeuren. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

6. Plotselinge veranderingen zijn niet emotioneel bewegend voor me. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

7. Ik word gemakkelijk geraakt door het geluk of ongeluk van iemand anders. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

8. Als ik opgewonden raak, dan klopt mijn hart snel en dat duurt een tijdje. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

9. In vergelijking met anderen, raak ik niet zo sterk ‘bewogen’ bij intense 

stimulatie. 
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+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

10. Emotioneel gezien ben ik bescheiden; zelfs stimulerende gebeurtenissen 

hebben niet veel langdurige effecten op mij. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

11. Een plotselinge, scherpe geur kan een grote invloed op me hebben. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

12. Ik word snel beïnvloed door veranderingen in het weer. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

13. In het algemeen ben ik minder emotioneel, zowel op een positieve als een 

negatieve manier, dan anderen. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

14. Ik word niet erg geraakt door plotselinge of intense gebeurtenissen. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

15. Gedurende de loop van de dag, word ik me vaak bewust van de structuur 

(zacht,zwaar, ruw) van mijn kleding) 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

16. Mijn humeur wordt niet snel beïnvloed wanneer ik op nieuwe plaatsen kom. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

17. Een zeer positieve of negatieve emotionele gebeurtenis eerder op de dag, 

kan mijn stemming voor de rest van de dag veranderen. 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

18. Ik word niet erg geraakt door de positieve of negatieve stemming van een 

groep. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

19. Ik lijk niet zo erg geraakt te worden als anderen door hele blije of droevige 

verhalen of films. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 
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20. Drastische veranderingen in het weer kunnen effect hebben op mijn 

stemming. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

21. Ik heb geen voortdurende, intense gevoelens zoals sommige andere mensen 

hebben. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

22. Ik ben gemakkelijk gestimuleerd door plotselinge veranderingen. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

23. Tijdens het gebruik van meubels, ben ik me continu bewust van de hardheid 

of zachtheid en het materiaal. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

24. Ik word niet sterk beïnvloed door een ongebruikelijke geur. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

25. Ik word gemakkelijk blij of verdrietig. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

26. Ik word niet erg beïnvloed door het gevoel of de materialen van de kleding 

die ik draag. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

27. Soms tril ik van opwinding. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

28. Ik ben niet gemakkelijk verrast. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

29. Sterke gevoelens hebben geen langdurend effect op mij. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

30. Soms word ik emotioneel geraakt door zelfs eenvoudige dingen. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

31. Extreme temperaturen hebben niet veel invloed op mij. 
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+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

32. Ik word gemakkelijk beïnvloed door de stemming van de mensen om mij 

heen. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

33. Ik ben gemakkelijk afgeleid. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

34. Ik vergeet zeer prettige of onprettige ervaringen snel en ga door met 

andere dingen. 

 

+4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

 

 

Dit was de laatste vraag. Ga naar de proefleider toe om het experiment af te ronden.  

 

Bedankt voor je deelname! 

 

 

 


